1998 ford expedition battery

Purchasing for a business? Apply for a free business account! Related Products for " Ford
Expedition V8 5. To promote recycling, this is a refundable deposit on the purchase. Return the
old battery core to receive the refund. Help is just a phone call away! We strive to provide the
best price available on BatteriesPlus. Store pricing may vary from the price advertised on
BatteriesPlus. All registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Duracell is
a registered trademark of Duracell U. Operations, Inc. Skip to main content. Need help? Call Log
In or Register. Your Store. Select Your Store. Your Account. Login or Signup. Own a Store
Business Accounts. Refine Search. Brand Show Results. Duracell Ultra 3. Odyssey 1. X2Power
2. Color Show Results. Blue Top 2. Lead Acid Type Show Results. Deep Cycle 3. Starting 6. List
View Grid View. Vehicle Specific. Brand: Duracell Ultra. Format: BCI Group Lead Acid Type:
Starting. Cold Cranking Amps: Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - QTY Add to Cart.
Capacity: 75AH. Reserve Capacity Minutes: Brand: X2Power. Capacity: 69AH. Brand: Odyssey.
Capacity: 74AH. Sign up to receive our emails. First Name. Last Name. Email Address. Let's
Stay Connected. Your Cart. It only takes a minute to sign up. Initially, the battery was dead, so I
put it on my charger for a while. After the battery was charged I put it back in the car and it
refused to start. Next, I thought "well maybe the battery is bad", so I put it on my jump starter.
Same issue occurred. So I made the assumption that "maybe my jumper box doesn't have
enough power", so I plugged in my Camry while it was also on my jumper box. Same
symptoms. The really weird thing for me is that the loss of electrical power after attempting to
start it doesn't fix itself when I stop attempting to crank it, like a low battery situation. The
multimeter still shows battery voltage, but the interior lights and dash don't light up when I stop
trying to crank it. These issues only get fixed when I remove the battery connections, and
reconnect them. Check your connections at the battery, then follow them out to their respective
end points. Ensure you have a good connection on all of these points. Then following the same
leads to their end points to ensure there's no corrosion there, either. It could be on the ground
earth side or the positive side You can try starting the vehicle, then when the vehicle goes dead,
wiggle one at a time, keeping the movement localized to the end point your testing the
connections to see if the power comes on. If it does on any single point, you've probably found
your culprit. What you describe is very typical of this situation. Sign up to join this community.
The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Asked 1 year, 10 months ago. Active 1 month
ago. Viewed 86 times. I'm attempting to get my Ford Expedition 5. No clicking from starter. Loss
of power on dashboard, interior lights, etc. Any pointers in the proper direction are truly
appreciated, thanks in advance. Improve this question. DeathCamel57 DeathCamel57 31 4 4
bronze badges. How much battery voltage does the multimeter show? And what does it show
while cranking? The battery may be sulphated, or have a cracked plate jumper. This could be
due to freezing or a battery voltage less than 10V for an extended period of time. The battery
can be ruined, with no hope of jumping, charging, or revival. Add a comment. Active Oldest
Votes. Improve this answer. The battery is dead. Replace it. BJovke BJovke 1 1 bronze badge.
Hi there, your post really doesn't help the OP. While the core of it is probably good, what we
expect in an answer is some detail and guidance. Please read our tour and How to Answer
pages for guidance. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up
using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured
on Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor.
Related 3. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Lake Ford helped make these videos. The
video above shows you how to replace the battery in your Ford Expedition. We recommend
changing the battery in Fords every 4 years. Although some batteries last much longer, most
batteries begin breaking down chemically after four years, so you could experience dimmer
headlights and other negative effects before you have a dead battery in your Expedition that
you need to replace. Replacing the battery in your Expedition involves removing the terminals.
When you reconnect the terminals, your radio presets are likely to be cleared out. In some
Expeditions, you may need to re-enter a security code to get your radio to work again. Check for
this code in your owners manual - it will usually be either a sticker or small card in the booklet.
If you can't find it, call Ford and they will give you the code for free. In many Fords, the
transmission "learns" how you drive over time and makes adjustments, so you may experience
altered driving dynamics as your car re-learns your driving style after changing the battery.
Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He
has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. If
your battery has green or white cruddy deposits, it is probably not getting enough juice from
and will likely wear out sooner. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars.
They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other
tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your
car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your

car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Check transmission
fluid level. Harsh downshifts? Slipping gears? You might be low on transmission fluid. Clean
the gunk off of your battery. Checking coolant hoses. Coolant hoses wear out over time and
need to be replaced - check 'em early and often. Change a flat tire. Learn where your spare tire
and jack are located before you need it on the side of the road. See all videos for the Ford F We
have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything I have a for Expedition
and my battery died yesterday when it was raining. I recently self installed a W amp, two sub
woofers and replaced all of my speakers with W speakers. Yesterday it was raining i was driving
on the highway and i flashed my high-beams at someone and then noticed my sound systems
was cutting on and off. I finally got home and parked my truck. I tried to turn it on again and it
wouldn't start. So i disconnected my amp and radio went to Auto Zone and bought a new
battery. I put it in and my car started.. I reconnected my amp and radio My wife told me not to
and got upset. She took the car to Walmart and of course She wasn't happy So i repeated the
same process.. My question is could this really be my raido and amp doing this? I ask because i
had this hooked up like this for weeks and nothing happened.. Right now it's not hooked up and
i plan to keep it un hooked until i find out whats going on. I was thinking it maybe something
else.. Bull dog - So you saying that i need a new Alt? I dont have the money to buy it now..
Would the battery die again if i keep it like it is with no amp and no radio? To begin with, stop
buying a new battery every time it goes dead. It needs to be charged, not replaced. The rain had
nothing to do with it, that was just coincidence. What you did is put in a high draw amplifier, and
I assume you're trying to use the stock alternator. You can't. You will have to go to a bigger,
high output alternator or you are going to wind up with dead batteries constantly. And don't
forget you will probably have to upgrade your wiring with heavier wires to handle the increased
load your amp in putting on the wiring, unless you want to watch your expedition go up in
flames. It does sound like the vehicle is running only on the battery. If that is the case I would
suspect a charging system problem. The battery is only really used as a power source for
starting, however, it does serve as a voltage stabilizer and a ground source. It requires upwards
of amp to start the vehicle when cold. The battery when fully charged can handle that output
easily. When the vehicle is running, the alternator is supplying the necessary power to run the
engine and all accessories radio, lights, heated seats, etc. If the alternator is not working
properly worn out, bad connection the vehicle will use the battery as a power source. Once the
vehicle starts on a fresh battery, it slowly looses charge voltage will running. It requires a
minimal amount of power to run the engine controls and for each power accessory that you turn
on, an additional amount depending on the accessory. When you stop the vehicle and try to
restart it, the battery has lost enough power that it cannot make enough power to crank the
engine and start. Once you charge or replace the battery, it can then start the vehicle and run
until it is low on power. I would recommend having the charging system checked by a qualified
technician. Yesterday it was raining i was driving on the highway and i flashed my high-beams
at someone and then noticed my If you don't have it hooked up right the amp could be on all the
time. One other though check to see if the amp is getting wet. Hope this helps. A few days I
replace my alternator and the light come on showing it wasn't good went and got another one
and it went out now my windows don't go down and I have to charge my battery all the time,the
lights on my dash are lit up. Please help I think it a short but don't know where to look. This is
my only truck can someone help me in the right direction. When I find the short I can return my
alternator in and battery,but until then I'm stuck help please. Its your alternator. You were
pounding to your music, and it was drainging all its power. What you need are two things. A
new alternator, and a capacitor for your stereo system. The capacitor willl build up juice and
work the stereo system off that. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this
point. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. COVID pushes some with
eating disorders to get help. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Poll: Partisan divide
over vaccine acceptance grows. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. State tax
changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash.
Update: Bull dog - So you saying that i need a new Alt? Answer Save. This Site Might Help You.
How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Right Lv 6. Robin S.
Bull dog Lv 4. Source s : I know i'm right about this IT makes your alternator work harder than it
needs too and will burn out the alternator. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking
now. Discussion in ' Electrical ' started by badgto , Jul 27, Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition
Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of
cookies. Learn More. Battery drain? Jul 27, at AM 1. After sitting for a few days the battery is
down on my 04 Expedition, the battery is new and cks out, alternator is charging good.

Everyday driving and no problems. But if it sits for 3 days or so then it has to be jumped or
charged up. All original with no addons like stereo or anything like that. Jul 27, at AM 2. Take a
multimeter. Change it to measure amprage turn the switch, and change the positive lead to the
appropriate spot. While the truck is off, attach a jumper wire to the positive battery terminal and
the positive cable. Take off the cable, making sure to keep the wire attached to terminal and
cable. Once the positive cable is disconnected from terminal, touch one lead to the terminal and
the other lead to the positive cable. Disconnect the jumper wire. What is the measured
amprage? Hope that made sense. The reason you have to have the jumper wire is to keep
current going through the positive cable, to keep the various electrical systems from resetting
when the cable is disconnect. This will give you a more accurate representation of how much
juice you are using. Jul 29, at PM 3. Thanks for the help, will try to ck that later today! Jul 29, at
PM 4. Jul 30, at AM 5. I've seen both ways. Technically speaking, it should be the same going in
or out. I guess the negative terminal is safer since, if when you are taking the terminal off, the
tool you are using touches the frame, it won't arch. Either way, it shouldn't be more than 50 mA
draw. Don't forget to pull out the hood light bulb. Check for current drains on the battery in
excess of 50 milliamps 0. Explosive gases can cause personal injury. NOTE : Use an in-line
ammeter between the battery positive or negative post and its respective cable. NOTE :
Typically, a drain of approximately one amp can be attributed to an engine compartment lamp,
glove compartment lamp, or luggage compartment lamp staying on continually. Other
component failures or wiring shorts may be located by selectively pulling fuses to pinpoint the
location of the current drain. When the current drain is found, the meter reading will fall to an
acceptable level. If the drain is still not located after checking all the fuses, it may be due to the
generator. NOTE : To accurately test the drain on a battery, an in-line digital ammeter must be
used. Use of a test lamp or voltmeter is not an accurate method due to the number of electronic
modules. Connect a fused jumper wire between the negative battery cable and the negative
battery post to prevent modules from resetting and to catch capacitive drains. Disconnect the
negative battery cable from the post without breaking the connection of the jumper wire. NOTE :
It is very important that continuity is not broken between the battery and the negative battery
cable when connecting the meter. If this happens, the entire procedure must be repeated.
Connect the tester between negative battery cable and the post. The meter must be capable of
reading milliamps and should have a 10 amp capability. NOTE : If the meter settings need to be
switched or the test leads need to be moved to another jack, the jumper wire must be reinstalled
to avoid breaking continuity. Remove the jumper wire. NOTE : Amperage draw will vary from
vehicle to vehicle depending on the equipment package. Compare to a comparable vehicle for
reference. Do not reinstall the fuses until you are finished testing. Disconnect these circuits if
the draw is still excessive. Last edited: Jul 30, Jul 31, at PM 6. Aug 20, at PM 7. Thanks for the
help,, will try this to ck it out,, got busy, but back on it now! Aug 21, at PM 8. Sep 3, at PM 9.
Thanks bh, battery was first thing changed. Elvato, after removing the int. So now my question
is which one of those do I suspect, have checked at night and no visible lights are on. So I was
wondering if anything is not shutting off, or is there something about the tire pressure monitor
module to blame. Thanks in advance again!!!!!!!!! Sep 3, at PM How many amps are you
drawing? Also, did you wait the amount of time suggested? You must log in or sign up to reply
here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Want the best? Visit Firestone Complete Auto Care. Cars don't have expiration
dates, but their batteries do. At Firestone Complete Auto Care, you can get a dependable Ford
Expedition battery plus free battery testing and fast replacement. We only sell America's
number one car battery brand, Interstate Batteries. And this means that when you come to see
the expertly trained technicians at your nearest Firestone Complete Auto Care your car is
getting the right Expedition battery at a great price. Learn more about the right Expedition car
battery size below and schedule an appointment for a quick car battery replacement today! We
know car batteries have a way of dying at the worst times. Search For Batteries All fields are
required Year. ZIP code is needed for local pricing. Get Battery Pricing. Find Store. Find a
Different Location Find a Store. Do you want to change your Preferred Store? Yes No. This site
uses cookies to enhance your user experience. By continuing to browse our website, you agree
to use these cookies. For more information on what cookies we use and how to manage these
cookies please visit our Privacy policy. So how do you find out what problems are occurring?
Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Takata recall: The spark plugs
have blown out of the engine block. They have been repaired 3 times. Each time, it smells of an
electrical line is burning, the instrument cluster goes erratic and they zeros out and doesn't

move. This has happened while driving on city and highways. Spark plug ejected from engine
was in motion 45 mph stationary moving problems also N wen turning. Search CarComplaints.
Went to store, came out battery dead, car wouldn't start. Had not left lights or any accessories
on. Got a jump, drove to auto parts store. They checked alternator and battery and said battery
dead, needed an overnight charge. Let them charge battery, put back in car, horn started
blowing and would not stop despite my using both the key and key fob. Horn blew for 5 hours
before I found out how to disconnect from google. Got horn to stop, and car wouldn't start. I
never armed the system and it should not have shut my truck down and prevented me from
driving it. Please help me. Thank you. The vehicle rolls when in park. It makes a loud grinding
sound while it is rolling unlike a parking pawl makes. I have not gotten any recall notices on this
issue. We have our Expedition for a while and we know the people who owned it before us.
While it is raining and days after the power to the truck does not turn off. The radio will turn on,
the blower for heat or air will keep blowing, the lights will turn on, the four wheel drive will stop,
ABS will stop, and the wiper blades will not work. So because the electrical items will turn on at
random, they drain the battery and the truck will not start the next day. We found out that due to
manufacturing error, the windshield leaks water into the general electric module. The other
problem is the part not only expensive, but if you buy one and it does not work, it is not
returnable. And that was told to us by multiple dealerships. So basically Ford knows of the
problem and it is a safety issue and has done nothing about it. Vehicle draining power after
ignition shut to off. Power is on to vehicle due to water damage from vehicles exterior defect
draining water direct to the fuse panel. What is it going to take before this dangerous condition
is addressed by our NHTSA, deaths" I have found this to be a problem in almost every one if not
every one of these vehicles, it is only a matter of when these problems start. Do your research
and you will find countless complaints, what are you waiting for? Is that what we are waiting
on" please step up and protect the people that now own these vehicles before someone really
gets hurt. My Ford Expedition had a recall and they wanted to keep my car for three day
minimum of three days. I have to work so I waited until I had a long weekend. I waited to long I
guess because I came out of the bank and my car was on fire. I called auto fair Ford in
manchester, nh and they said because I did not bring it in immediately that they would replace
the part that started the fire but I was responsible for everything else destroyed by the recalled
part. I will never buy or deal with Ford or Ford vehicles again! My Ford Expedition began having
severe electrical problems after heavy rains. The starter will cycle when the key is not even in
the ignition, the ac blower remains on when truck is shut off, speedometer fails to work,
transmission shifts roughly, interior lights come on, truck shuts off unexpectedly. Researched
on internet and apparently many Ford trucks made in have similar problems due to leaky
windshields, allowing water to enter fuse boxes. This problem could be very dangerous
particularly the constant cycling of the starter in an unattended truck, and shutting off while
driving. I would imagine engine fires are also a possibility given the range of electrical issues
this is causing. Ford special message Why is there not a recall for this" this is despicable. The
amount of damage this causes is horrible. The air bags can deploy because of this problem.
How many children are in danger because of this? I have spent a lot of money trying to find out
why this has happened when Ford has known the entire time. Multiple people with same issue.
See link: Our Expedition only has 93, miles and it is posing electrical problems, the mechanic
has told us it needs a new GEM module. I have read at least 50 complaints about Ford
windshield leaking and causing same symptoms. Why would Ford do a recall. Or maybe they
have. Can you tell me if they have. This could cause a fire which could cause a sever accident.
All the complaints are very similar so it is a manufactured defect. First, the interior lights and
running lights would not power off while all doors were closed, door ajar indicator was on. Took
to dealer problem resolved for a month or so. Now need to spray WD40 on latches religiously.
Dealer also replaced cruise control harness at this time. Then came the radio and heater
running with the key out of the ignition. Beeps and clicks and bad smells coming from under
dash. Again to the dealer, no codes found for the issues I was having. Battery draining
occurring frequently now and no resolution. I now have to disconnect the battery everynight.
Now when I drive down the road I get the many failure lights flashing on the dash, the windows
won't work, speedometer fails, truck loses power and the transmisson shifts strangely. I was
hours from home and doing 70mph on the highway when evidencing decided to not work at the
same time. Then I realize that this is occurring only when it rains or is very wet out. And I was
truly afraid for my life and the others that were on the road with me. I had to drift across a lane
of traffic with no power to get to the side of the road. I put the truck in park and put my head
down, whew, and the motor powered back up and all the failure lights were off. Only after
investigating on the internet today do I find out this is a common problem. And the fix I paid big
money for "no codes match your issues, miss. I have a 98 Expedition, windows roll down,

stereo come on heat turns on, all dash panel warning lights come on and off, the air bag light go
on and off, and the wipers and overdrive go on and off, the starter tries to start while running it
started few years ago on occasion when it would rain now everytime, found out the windshield
leaks water on the fuse box and some other generic box, I feel Ford should fix the Expedition its
there default look on the internet, there are lots of other people with the exact same prob.
Please help. I have a Ford Expedition eb model. I just had to take it into the dealer because the
windshield is not sealed properly and the GEM module has been getting wet and needs to be
replaced along with the fuse box. Apparently this is quite common with this year and modle. I
have to spend to have it fixed and now have to have the windshield replaced as well. The car
would not start and the lights flickers on and off while I was driving the power locks would lock
and unlock while I was driving. The windows would go up and down while I was driving. This is
not safe! The only way to stop it is to disconnect the battery. The dash started smoking and a
beeping noise came from under the dash somewhere. I was lucky enough to get the battery
disconnected before there was any real fire damage. If I had know nothing about cars I would
have kept driving and could have been seriously injured. Corrosion on blower motor resistor
components and thermal event on wiring harness to blower motor resistor. My SUV caught fire
parked in a parking lot and not running at the time. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's
a problem loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

